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THE OPEN LETTER of the AZOV (UKRAINIAN) DEPARTMENT
ACADEMIES of ECONOMIC SCIENCES And ENTERPRISE of ACTIVITY
THE RESPECTED CHIEFS of the UKRAINIAN STATE !

My reference to You is called by tendency to supply(ensure) more - less
normal conditions of activity to the experts of top skills, which one have lingered
over on Ukraine, or which one there is a chance to convince to remain to work in
Ukraine.
I shall describe a case, which one has taken place with me recently practically on boundary
of Ukraine with European Union in small provincial city of Zakarpatye in Khust. All is known to
You this Center of Zakarpatye more, probably, on activity of Augustine Voloshyn, First President of
Zakarpatye Ukraine.
Since July, 2006 we with the father, academician of Academy of economic sciences of
Ukraine Valery Alexandrovichem Vasiljev, worked in Carpathian Institute of business of University
«Ukraine". Certainly, the creation of this Institute and maintenance of its activity can be estimated as
a rare example Great Work in a higher school of Europe under a management of the really talented
chief and present of humanitarian scientific Wasilia Mihajlovich Kozak (his substantiation of
material’s thought is already enough, that about him all and always remembered).
In October, 2007 kept to supervise over stand of economics and business already in
loneliness (12.12.2006 the professor of Institute Valery Alexandrovichem Vasiljev has left from
life). And suddenly new personnel manager of Institute (experience in staff on industrial firms of
Zakarpatye region more than 15 years, therefore is understandable to whom actually is subject)
Elena Semenovna Volkova to me speaks, that the region control of statistics does not receive the
introduced information by Institute on the doctors of sciences, among which one and my surname.
One professor as already was presented by state high school, and to me problems in connection with
the diploma of the doctor of economic sciences produced in the Russian Federation. «If you will not
present the Ukrainian diploma, we shall not pay to you wages» - speaks Elena Semenovna. For me
this application was by full unexpectedness, since practically for last fourteen years a problem in
such aspect angle nobody raised. The first thought was immediately to address in ME&S of Ukraine,
but then has thought and has offered to Mrs. Volkova to bring though any document from region

control of statistics, in which one even in the recommendational schedule would be said about
Ukrainian diploma. Even has compounded and has transmitted the project of this letter - «to the
Rector of CIB U.”Ukraine”. We ask You pursuant to the statutory acts of Ukraine to promote
Ukrainian diploma of the doctor of economic sciences Vasiljev Alexandr Valerievicha». Passes
month and any letters no, and the information the control of statistics receives and that all is
normally with wages. But only then Elena Semenovna Volkova brings some orders on a provision
of pensions, in which one there is like this feral(natural), from my point of view, the discrimination,
which one should push to absolutely waste Ukraine new protection of the diplomas recognized on
the international treaties USSR (Russian Federation the assignee USSR) in 60 the States of a World.
It is doubtless, that Ukraine, as an independent state, is obliged to struggle behind the staff,
for maintenance of activity of the scientists advices, but only is not formal, causing the people to
search for activity outside country, and, certainly to not give definite forces specially to bring up this
scrambling to the point of irrationality. Specially, it cannot be done in a humanitarian orb. Though
all of us realize, that this "«nonsense" very much is expedient and, most likely, is artificially
organized.
Apparently, that the formalistic approach to the doctors of sciences is at all heritage USSR,
and something more ancient and feral. It is enough to recollect the main(basic) events of my
certification, as expert of top skills in economics, and there are many problems to the one who gave
illconditioned commands to Mrs. Elena Semenovna Volkovoj.
So September 3, 1990 the solution of scientific advice of Institute of an industrial economy
Academy Sciences of Ukraine approved a subject of a doctoral work, and cand.techn.scis. Vasiljev
A.V. was attached to a preparation for doctor's degree of institute on a speciality 08.00.05
«Economics, planning and organization of control of a national economy and its branches» for the
period of 3 years (Chairman of scientific advice, academician Academy Sciences of Ukraine N.G.
Chumachenko, scientific secretary of advice, cand. tcon.scies. A.I.Zemliankin).
In the same year under the petition of StateLabour USSR was directed on year training with
a separation from production to Academy of social sciences (Moscow). Therefore from the position
of the manager by lab (Zdanov; modern. Mariupol) was temporarily transferred to the position of the
scientific employee of same lab (Order on the Ukrainian branch SRILabour for K 89-to from
6.11.1990) and has left on study (in a “Labour” record K 17 from 12.11.1990).
Except for preparation of two monographs in Academy of social sciences and reading on
departure of a course «Sociology of science» at Donetsk State University, and also passing of
training at International summer school of the sociologists Moscow - St.-Petersburg for prof. Lesly
Kish (USA), prof. John Jackson, prof. Jey Schmideskamp, prof. Uliam Zimmerman, prof. J.Layker
(USA), doc. A.A. Rusalinovoy, has shared in creation of the academic division NAS of Ukraine in
Mariupol. Namely, - after the Order of SovMin USSR for K252 from 13.09.1990 (see appendix 3)
and Order of MinLabour USSR from 10.04.1991 for K 17 on the basis of Ukrainian branch of the
research institute of a Labour GovLabour USSR was generated the Ukrainian research institute of
the Ministry of a Labour USSR (see: the order UkrSRILabour from 12.04.1991 for K 14-to; a
record in “Labour” K 18 from 22.04.1991). Therefore was made all possible (has helped
I.K.Karimov and even it was useful my deputy certificate) to transmit the Mariupol division
UkrSRILabour in an Academy of sciences of Ukraine. And pursuant to a Commission of a Cabinet
of the Ministers of Ukraine from 6.12.1991 K23724/62 Academies of sciences has considered the
problem on creation in city Mariupol of Department of social and economic problems of port’sindustrial centres of Institute of an industrial economy Academy Sciences of Ukraine, having
transmitted this institute budget financing, isolated Mariupol govstate of Donetsk area pursuant to a
Commission of Advice of the Ministers USSR from 11.05.87 K 5460/82 UkrSRILabour (letter of
Vice-president AS of Ukraine, academician AS of Ukraine V.P. Kuharia from 18.12.1991
K226/1369-3). In this Division on activity in Institute of an industrial economy AS Ukraine with

position of the manager lab UkrSRILabour was transferred 25.12.1991 (Order of UkrSRILabour
from 25.12.1991 K 92-to; Record in “Labour” K 21 from 25.12.1991). And at once was entered in
real a preparation for doctor's degree of Institute of an industrial economy AS of Ukraine with a
separation from production according to the Order of IEInd AS of Ukraine K 156-l from 28.12.1991
(record in “Labour” K 22 from 26.12.1991).
Most interesting here again starts. I having reported practically for 1,5 years of study in a
preparation for doctor's degree of Institute of an industrial economy AS of Ukraine on meeting of
department (chief, academician of Academy of economic sciences of Ukraine, prof., Dr.econ.
(PhD). V.V. Finagin), has received the official guideline to not prepare for protection a doctoral
work, and taking into account eleven monographs (11 monographs!!), published on a subject
doctor’s work of activity to perform for protection the report on published activities. This guideline
was so severe, that its put in the basis of the petition before Presidium of a National Academy of
sciences of Ukraine on behalf of Institute of economical and-legal researches NAS of Ukraine
(director, academician NAS of Ukraine V.K. Mamutov) about a direction of training in Germanium;
with the purpose of analysis of experience of operation of the free economic areas (Hamburg etc.)
And «of experience of forward firms Germanium (plants a Sleet, «Folksvagen») and Francium
(«Sitroen», "Fiat»), and also with activity of exchange frames » (K299/116). By the way, Presidium
NAS of Ukraine (Vice-President NAS of Ukraine, the academician NAS of Ukraine I.I. Lukinov)
has backed up the petition and has permitted training («About sending A.V. Vasiljev in Germany»
K15/206 from 15.02.1993).
One only vice-director IELR NAS of Ukraine, prof. Dr.econ. (PhD) V.V. Finagin
disapproved waiving preparation of a doctor’s work. By the way, Valentin Victorovich Finagin was
the sincere patriot of Mariupol much which has made for its social and economic development
(about it we spoke at an international scientific seminar in Mariupol in 2003P., dedicated to Memory
V.V. Finagin; it is that all that may while to make for preservation of Memory about this present
scientist of an Academy of sciences of Ukraine) and Chairman of Committee of foreign business
Supreme Rads of Ukraine S. Stashevsky then it has understood (letter behind 06-14/12-338 from
14.05.2003). V. Finagin always supported our initiatives, aiming to keep academic division,
generated by us, in Mariupol, and on behalf of NAS of Ukraine hailed a cut-in of section of
scientific advice IELR NAS of Ukraine in city Mariupol of March 19 1996P. Therefore, take into
account his position could and with the party has preformed for protection a doctoral work the
subject of «a Complex social and economic estimation of productivity of a Labour (experience of
the methodological analysis)» /336 pages and 250 p. appendix /, DEDICATED to the Outstanding
economist of America and Russia to Wasiliu Leontjef. By the way, due to the letter of Wasilia
Wasilievicha Leontjef in 1989 has accepted the final solution actively to work in economic science,
namely after his proposal to share in international competition on convertibility of Soviet rouble
(Letter A. Vasiljev from the professor W. Leontjef from 15.12.1989; New York University, USA).
But, specially, after obtaining the CERTIFICATE from Frederick Fertha (from 2.06.1990; San
Francisco, USA), which one too was produced not without assistance of Wasilia Wasilievicha
Leontjef (he was the member of competitive commission).
June 30, 1992 three months prior to protection of a doctor’s work (at the standard one month)
was dispatched from the Russian Academy of control an abstract and September 24, 1992
successfully protected a doctoral work on a specialty 08.00.05 (on that specialty on which one was
attached in a preparation for doctor's degree IEInd of an Academy of sciences of Ukraine), which
one was actually executed on the joint of economics and sociology, i.e. as the scientific economists
in Eastern Europe till 1917 worked (M.M.Kovalevsky. M.I. Tugan-Baranovsky, N.D.Kondratjev). It
was mirrored and in a structure of the official opponents - two economists (Dr.econ., prof.
L.A.Kostin and academician RANS, Dr.econ., prof. W.A. Shulga), and one sociologist (Dr.

Phil.scis., prof. P.D.Pavlenok). As far as this activity was is well-timed it is possible to see from the
Forewords of the academician AS of Ukraine N.G. Chumachenko and professor S.M.Gricaj to two
monographs published specially to 1992. But as far as she advanced a common background of
theoretic-methodological activities it is visible only today, when in Mariupol of the monographs
with the Foreword N.G. Chumachenko and S.M.Gricaj even were excepted from the urban library in
2001-2002. And is true, if in 1991 the works were reprinted, that anywhere there was no surname
N.D.Kondratjev, in my doctoral work is and N.D.Kondratjev, and Jd Clarke, and S.U.Witte, and A.
Marshall, and Dj Kejns, and M.I. Tugan-Baranovsky, and P.A. Sorokin, and P.L. Lawrov, and A.
Manuilov, and W.S.Nemchinov, and N. Stolyrov, and. G. Ford, and L. Harris, and G.Emerson, and
even the links to the Sacred Letter, and critic of the Conflict’s theory K.G.Marks is given, probably,
for the first time completely from sociological and - economic positions by quoting of his
contemporaries in Eastern Europe, i.e. the actual aftertreatment of social and economic schools of
Eastern Europe of the end R1R century and beginning XX century is carried out (!). By the way, in
the same year in the Russian Academy of control have passed and «Kondratjev of Reading ». What
huge efforts costed to my teachers and colleagues – V.G.Lebedevu, A.T.Spicynu, V.I.Kushlinu,
N.G. Chumachenko, V.V. Finagin, V.A.Vasiljev, L.A.Kostin, P.D.Pavlenok, Lesly Kish, W.W.
Leontjef, J.T.Toshenko, G.M.Dmitriev, I.I.Chngly, N. Portianko, P.S. Gpliku, I.K.Karimovu,
L.M.Guly, G.G.Vucelo, N.F.Matushynu, E.D. Katulskomu, E.A.Podobedovoj, N.P.Grinevskoj,
M.G. Tuzovskoj, S.V.Prusikovu, A.I.Bandure and all to thirty professors on economic sciences (30
professors!! You can call University or Academy in any country with similar stand of economics?!)
stands of economics and organization of economic systems of the Russian Academy of control to

execute(come true) this methodological breakthrough!
Its actual value and after 16 years cannot completely be evaluated. Ten are necessary of
years - fifteen. This concerns also concrete economic minings, when only from a level of the allied
ministries it was possible to see not only their actual value, but also perspective. Last is reflected in
helps about an intrusion signed by a management actually of the allied ministries - Mintiajmasha
and Minchermeta, but in the beginning of 1992 is formal already by chief deputy of board of
concern "«Tiajenergomash" V.A. Alexandrov and Vice-president of corporation "«Rosschermet" L.
A. Antonenko. Today is not trusted at all, that such scope of work in such deadlines was made, and
main - the quantum leap in understanding, concrete understanding of social and economic realities
on paths to the group’s hierarchic property with prevalence its intelligently capacious of the
forms(shapes) is carried out during nationalization of technologies. Yes, now exposure is

necessary to all of us and the time … is necessary
The reached outcome very much has pleased and Valentina Victorovicha Finagina, and
Nickolai Grigorovicha Chumachenko, and Anatoliya Petrovicha Shpaka. At once there was an idea
about creation in Mariupol of independent Department of a National Academy of sciences of
Ukraine. And Nickolai Grigorovicha Chumachenko is sincere me has congratulated (all statements,
the acts and the orders he signed) with successful protection of a doctor’s work and advance ending
of a preparation for doctor's degree of Institute of an industrial economy NAS of Ukraine (see record
in “Labour” K 23 from 26.02.1993. The order of K34-l from 30.03.93 «Is deducted in connection
with successful protection of a doctor’s work »), having said: «Now You the recognized expert in 60
countries of a Wide World, since the Russian Federation is the assignee USSR». And Valentin
Victorovich Finagin at once has accepted me in the Department of economical and-legal problems
of development of territorial systemsIELR NAS of Ukraine on the full rate of the high scientific
employee (Order IELR K 26-l from 6.04.1993; a record in “Labour” K 24 from 4.01.1993.). The
same relation was and in Department of economics of Presidium NAS of Ukraine, which one has
approved my candidature by managing sector of social and economic problems of port’s -industrial

cities IELR NAS of Ukraine in 1993 (Order IELR K 86-l from 1.11.1993; a record in “Labour” K
26 from 1.11.1993), and V.S.Chishko helped us to establish contacts with NASRT and to receive
there financing for IELR NAS of Ukraine (Donetsk).
But there can be only academic science considered(counted) the obtained documents
competent for Ukraine, and the universities were of other judgement?
We look in the word-record card a record - «Is appointed to the post of the professor in
combination stands of an industrial economy and organization of production of PriAzov’s state
technical university as selected on competition» (Order of PGTU K 263-07 from 5.10.1993; a
record in “Labour” from 29.09.1993). And the same attitude(relation) we see in 1994 in the
Mariupol humanitarian institute of Donetsk National University - «Is adopted on the position of the
professor in the Mariupol humanitarian institute of stand of historical and pedagogical disciplines in
combination» (Order MGI K 208/06 from 28.09.1994; a record in “Labour” from 10.10.1994). As
you can see problems was not.
While the rise of democratic transformations in Eastern Ukraine tendency was watched to
use the reached scientific outcomes and to lean against the prepared experts was generic in state
frames and Mariupol (Petition to the First Vice-prime minister of Ukraine V.M.Pinzenyku from
Mariupol gov-office M.A.Pojyvanova about creation of Department NAS of Ukraine «of
Economical and-social problems of port’s-industrial locales»; from 27.12.1994 for K3-1135-01)
and Donetsk area (Petition to the First Vice-prime minister of Ukraine V.M.Pinzenyku from
Donetsk region-office about transfer to Department NAS of Ukraine «Economical and-social
problems of port’s-industrial locales» in city Mariupol of budget financing; from 16.12.1995 for
K5-377).
But there can be it there was an initiative only administrations and its was not supported by
anybody neither in Ukraine, nor for U V by limits?
See the prompt and totals of two international forums, which one were conducted in city
Mariupol in 1995 of June 21-23 - «Social and economic problems of port’s-industrial cities of
PriAzov» and «Sea economy complex and ecosystem of the Azov sea » (see. The appendix 1), and
also «the Report on activity of institute in 1995» IELR NAS of Ukraine section «1R.
CONFERENCES, CONGRESSES, SEMINARS». Up to 100 persons of the participants and up to
25 of the states of UIS (foreign) and guideline for Cabinets of the Ministers and for Supreme Rads
and State Duma RF from the academic science of Mariupol (!).
Therefore it is understandable, as in 1997 the chiefs of firms and Mariupol gov-office
actively struggled for the academic Department in PriAzov (Petition to the President NAS of
Ukraine B.E.Patonu from the President «Union of the industrialists and businessmen» of Mariupol;
for K34 from 14.02.1997; and from Mariupol gov-office from 28.03.1997 for K 03-298 — 01). It
is interesting, that the advanced firms, which one were substantially bound with foreign trade
activities kept to put a problem on preservation and development «of the academic frame of a
National Academy of sciences in Mariupol» and in 1999 (see Petition to the President NAS of
Ukraine, academician NAS of Ukraine, Honorary Citizen of Mariupol B.E.Patonu from the Chief
ASC «the Azov marine shipping company» A.I.Bandury; for K A / 02 from 04.01.1999). That all
actually rested on the ahead of schedule completed preparation for doctor's degree in Institute of an
industrial economy NAS of Ukraine and protected in RAM Russian Federation a doctoral work.
In this period from the organizers of International conferences in Yalta - Foros on problems
of integration of Ukraine with European Union, which one were conducted at financial support of
Commission of European Union, all time there came on our name the adoption DEEDS.
It any more not speaking about that support, which one was received already by new our
minings in 1999 from the experts of the economists of the Ukrainian universities and international
public associations scientific (Academy of economic sciences and enterprise activity, Petr’s of an

Academy of sciences and arts, Crimean Academy of sciences, RAGS), which one even were put
forward(extended) on the State Premium in the field of science and engineering of Ukraine in 1999.
But main - not only in Ukraine, but in the Russian Federation, on Cuba and in Poland aimed
to use the prepared expert. So in 1999 in Moscow under my scientific management the doctoral
work of the graduate RAGS is defended at the President of Russian Federation, cand. phil.scis.
Ramaza Akkakievicha Logua, which one HAC Russian Federation asserts in 2000., we on behalf of
Ukraine participate in YI Congress of Association of the economists of countries of Latin America
and Caribbean basin and 10-th Congress of the professional scientific economists of Central
America and Caribbean basin (Habana, the 1999) and concludes with Association of the economists
of Cuba the agreement for cooperation, and in Warsaw the monograph is issued written for period of
training in Institutes of Poland, as the Second report «on revolution of efficiency» to Roman Club
discussed more by 40 professors of Poland, and article, one of which Is dedicated to Memory of
Wasilia Wasilievicha Leontjefa (for me specially important).
With the party today is sincerely grateful to all International Biographic Centers and
associations scientific, which one all these 16 years really rendered to us moral support. It both
colleagues and management(manual) in New York of an Academy of Sciences, and in International
Biographic Center in Cambridge, and in the American Biographic Institute, and in Publishing House
«Who is Who», and in the American Association for the Advancement of Science, etc. They would
be surprised with problems rather recognition of outcomes of training in a preparation for doctor's
degree IEInd NAS of Ukraine. Though, as the opened historical seams of the information testify
today, the unbiased attitude to the experts in Eastern Europe should be given to them with large
efforts, than us. But they to overcome all "«beddings"!
Nor arose of problems and in 2004-2006 for a management and colleagues at the Odessa
National University by name I.I.Mechnokova (see “Labour” and Appendix 2) and at University
"«Ukraine".
However, for me very many questions, both to the separate chiefs, and to a management in
Kiev today were accumulated.
And most important - what for artificially to create and to support legal vulnerability of the
experts of top skills?! You see those "«experiments", which one today above them make repel from
science and teaching of the capable people in Ukraine. It was so boldly exhibited in fates of tens to
me of the familiar post-graduate students and scientists, that calls sincere surprise pseudo-activity of
all informal chiefs of the chiefs of personnel services, and not only personnel services …
It would be desirable with humour to write, that could (for wishing to receive from me the
application on new protection) to preform habilitation activity on agricultural technologies (it
recommended to preform a management of Institute of construction, mechanization and
electrification of an agriculture in Warsaw by results of training, having issued the appropriate
Order); or on engineering science, having finished the theoretical description of experiments
(outcomes - 7 of 14 Copyright certificates on the inventions), conducted in 1981-1983., but becomes
very sad, when I re-read the letter, written to you.

It would not be desirable to joke, since depresses Wildness of
motives of tens to me the familiar chiefs. And as a corollary - absence
of perspectives for normal, fruitful activity.
With sincere regret,

Alexander Valerievich Vasiljev (Vasiljev-Muller)
Vice-president of the Azov Department of Academy ES&E,
The doctor of economic sciences, high scientific employee on spesh.. «Sociology of a
Labour and economic sociology », candidate of engineering science, «the Inventor
USSR », candidate on habilitation activity on agricultural technologies (Order IBMER
in Warsaw, 2001)
P.S.
If is true in Ukraine there are formal problems with the recognition of the candidate
and doctoral diplomas and there are any limitations in a provision of pensions, I
appeal for(ask) officially to inform. That we could with the colleagues discuss these
documents and leave with the proposal to the deputies of Supreme Advice of Ukraine
with the request to originate removal of artificial discrimination, which one
substantially harms to Ukraine.

You see, if it concerns even faces of a pension age, in a modern world
for country, which one struggles for preservation of an intellectual
potential this invalid squandering of intellectual resources. It in times
Petty (1662) in statistics at mors after 70 years reasons at all did not
indicate. Today for scientific 75 years and 80 years become in all world
the norm(standard). For elderly scientific industrial countries struggle,
and we limit them in any "«copecks". As that all it is no-civilization.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine
Street. Bogomolca, 10,. Kiev, 01024
Fone. 256-1584, www.mvs.gov.ua
3.03.2008 K B - 6575

Dear Alexander Valerievich !
In the Ministry of Internal Affairs have considered your reference(reversal) concerning
normal conditions of activity to the experts of top skills.
We inform, that the problems, set up in this reference,(reversal,) do not concern up to the
competence MIW of Ukraine. Pursuant to section 3 of the Law of Ukraine «About prosecutor's
office» the control behind fulfilment and application of the laws in Ukraine implements prosecutor's
office.
Taking into account set up and were guided by an item 7 of the Law of Ukraine «About calls
of the citizens» your reference(reversal) is directed to General prosecutor's office of Ukraine for
consideration behind a fitting.
Yours faithfully

The assistant of the chief

S.A.Bachinsky

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------GENERAL PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE of UKRAINE
Street. Reznickaya, 13/15,. Kiev, 01011
14.03.2008 K 19-Y
PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE of DONETSK AREA
Vasiljevu A.V.
. Ivano-Frankivsk, 76018, Box 228
Pursuant to the article 7 of the Law of Ukraine «About the reference(reversal) of the citizens», I
refer behind a fitting the reference(reversal) Vasiljev A.V.
About outcomes of consideration I appeal for(ask) to inform the writer.
The appendix: on 7 sheets to the first target.
The high public prosecutor of control of consideration
Calls that of a method of the citizens

M. Fedorenko

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Prosecutor's office of Ukraine
PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE of DONETSK AREA
83015, Donetsk - 15, St. name General Antonova, 2
(062) 338-11-26, fax 335-13-65
26.03.08. K 19-102vuh -23np-08

Prosecutor's office of Ivano-Frankivsk
Copy:

general prosecutor's office of Ukraine
High public prosecutor of control
Consideration of calls and method
Citizens
Fedorenko Z.
Vasiljevu A.V.
. Ivano-Frankivsk, 76018, Box 228

I refer behind a fitting the reference citizen Vasiljev A.V., which one erraticly has acted from
General prosecutor's office of Ukraine in prosecutor's office of Donetsk area.
The appendix: on 6 sheets to the first target
The chief of department on consideration

The letters and method of the citizens
The adviser of the justice
V.S. Sinickij
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Prosecutor's office of Ivano-Frankovsk area
General prosecutor's office of Ukraine
To the high public prosecutor of control of consideration of the
reference(reversal) and method(reception,acceptance) of the
citizens
Fedorenko Z.
Prosecutor's office of Ivano-Frankivsk
Prosecutor's office of Zakarpatye area
Copy: the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine
On the letter K 19-102vuh-23np-08
From 26.03.2008
On K 19-Y from 14.03.2008
On K In - 6575 from 3.03.2008
By me 2.04.2008 is obtained the letter from Prosecutor's office of Donetsk area for K19102vuh23np-08, in which one is spoken, that the General prosecutor's office was mistaken and has
sent my the reference to a management of Ukraine in Prosecutor's office of Donetsk area.
The reasons of dispatch of my reference(reversal) to the Minister MInA of Ukraine by prosecutor's
office of Donetsk area in city Ivano-Frankivsk are clear to me.
Therefore I refer a copy of the reference(reversal) to the Minister MInA of Ukraine U.Lucenko to
Prosecutor's office of Zakarpatye area, where now I am registered in city Khust, in higher
educational putting which one - Carpathian Institute of business of University "«Ukraine" - there
were all marked in circulation events.
If by consideration of the reference(reversal) in prosecutor's office of Zakarpatye area will be taken
is severe, it is farther with all established facts will go on consideration back to Kiev and in Donetsk
area.
The appendices:
1. Reference(reversal) to a management(manual) of Ukraine - only to address Prosecutor's
office of Zakarpatye area 7 sheets.
2. Document list and their copies - only to address MInA of Ukraine - 21 sheets.
Vice-president of Azov-Department AES&E
A.V. Vasiljev
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------GENERAL PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE of UKRAINE
Street. Reznickaya, 13/15,. Kiev, 01011
05.05.2008 K 19-Y
NATIONAL ACADEMY of SCIENCES of UKRAINE
Vasiljevu A.V.
. Ivano-Frankivsk, 76018, Box 228

I refer behind a fitting the reference citizen Vasiljev A.V, for consideration as a matter of fact and
decision marking pursuant to the requirements operational Laws.
About outcomes of consideration I appeal for(ask) to inform the writer.
The appendix: on 10 sheets to the first target.
The high public prosecutor of control of consideration
Calls that of a method of the citizens
M. Fedorenko
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NATIONAL ACADEMY of SCIENCES of UKRAINE
Ukraine, 01601, Kiev - 30 of a street. Vladimirskiy, 54
( 38 044) 239-65-24 vek@nas.gov.ua
General prosecutor's office of Ukraine
Copy: Vasiljevu A.V.
. Ivano-Frankivsk, 76018, Box 228
Pursuant to the letter of General prosecutor's office of Ukraine from 05.05.08 K 19-Y the National
academy of sciences of Ukraine informs, that Carpathian Institute of business of University
"«Ukraine" does not enter up to a list of establishments, which one are for U V management. Taking
into account it, we consider(count) that the labour disputes between A.V. Vasiljev and educational
establishment should be considered in that organization, the management by which one has a
mentioned establishment.
The scientific secretary
Separationes of economics NAS of Ukraine
S.I.Knyzev
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------GENERAL PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE of UKRAINE
Street. Reznickaya, 13/15,. Kiev, 01011
28.05.2008 K 19-Y

Prosecutor's office of Ivano-Frankivsk area
Vasiljevu A.V.
. Ivano-Frankivsk, 76018, Box 228
Pursuant to the article 7 of the Law of Ukraine « About the reference(reversal) of the citizens », I
refer behind a fitting the reference Vasiljev A.V.. For refinement of reasons.
About outcomes of consideration I appeal for(ask) to inform the writer.
The appendix: on 2 sheets to the first target.
[ the public prosecutor of control of consideration
Calls that of a method of the citizens
L. Sahno
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Prosecutor's office of Ukraine
PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE of CITY Ivano-Frankivsk
76000,. Ivano-Frankivsk, Ukraine, street. Garkushy, house 9
f. 75-80-01
07.04.08. K 228/08

Prosecutor's office of Zakarpatye area
Uzgorod
Vasiljevu A.V.
. Ivano-Frankivsk, 76018, Box 228
I refer behind a fitting the reference citizen Vasiljev A.V., which one erraticly has acted from
prosecutor's office of Donetsk area.
The appendix: on 8 sheets (only to first target)
The assistant of the public prosecutor of Ivano-Frankivsk
The adviser of the justice
Torovanin V.D.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Prosecutor's office of Ukraine
PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE of ZAKARPATYE AREA
88000,. Uzgorod, street. Kocubinskogo 2\
18.07.08. K 19Y

Khust’s inter-district prosecutor's office
To the high adviser of the justice
Savincu V.V.
Copy: Vasiljevu A.V.
. Ivano-Frankivsk, 76018, Box 228
Thus for organization of check and solution as a matter of fact I dispatch the reference citizen
Vasiljev A.V.
I appeal for(ask) to test all reasons of the reference(reversal) and, if there is the basis, to
execute(come true) depleting measures of Prosecutor's reacting.
On outcomes of consideration of the petition to inform the writer in statutory term.
The appendix: on 2 sheets to the first target)
The public prosecutor of control of consideration
Calls that of a method of the citizens
The low adviser of the justice
L. Palijchuk
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Prosecutor's office of Ukraine

Khust’s inter-district prosecutor's office

Zakarpatye area 90400,. Khust, street 900-years Khust, 16
16.05.08. K 228-08

citizen Vasiljev A.V.
. Ivano-Frankivsk, 76018, Box 228
Khust’s the inter-district prosecutor's office considers yours petition, which one has
acted(arrived) from prosecutor's office of area on operations Volkovoj E.S.
Is established, that pursuant to the Order of a Cabinet of the Ministers of Ukraine from
07.03.07 K 432 «About the statement(confirmation) About judgment of scientific degrees and
appropriation of scientific ranks of the high scientific employee» the doctors and candidates of
sciences, which one have the diplomas produced examination by bodies(organs) USSR and the
Russian Federation are recognized in Ukraine and are actuated in a general(common) list of the
doctors and candidates of sciences, if the protection of thesises or solution of scientific advices was
executed till 1.09.92.
By the solution of Maximum certifying commission of Advice of the Ministers USSR the
diploma of the doctor of economic sciences is produced to you 26.02.93 (minutes K 9]/26).
Thus, basis for depositing the documents of prosecutor's reacting I do not see.
The assistant of the inter-district public prosecutor
The low adviser of the justice

U. Tymkiv

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Ukraine
Control economic and scientific
Cooperation, Chief (personally)
To the Order of a Cabinet of the Ministers of Ukraine K 432 from 07.03.07
3.07.2008.
Addition to the open reference of the Azov department
Academies ES&E to a management of Ukraine from 17.02.2008.

The official INQUIRY concerning explanation
THE ORDERS of a Cabinet of the Ministers of Ukraine from 07.03.07 D 432
We ask you to give the official answer about the authority of explanation of the Order of a Cabinet
of the Ministers of Ukraine from 07.03.07 K by 432 low adviser of the justice U. Tymkiv, which
one considers, what is it order cancels operations of the international treaties and agreements
between Ukraine and Russian Federation concerning the mutual recognition of the diplomas of the
candidates and doctors of sciences (see on the back).
The vice-president of the Azov separation of Academy ES&E,
h.s.empl., Dr.econ. (PhD), cand. tech.scis., Honorary member
AES&E of Russia

A.V. Vasiljev

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MINISTRY of FOREIGN BUSINESS of UKRAINE
Mihajlovskaya area, 1
c. Kiev, 01018, Ukraine
16.07.2008 K 203/71840-1946
Vasiljevu A.V.
. Ivano-Frankivsk,
76018, Box 228

Dear Valery Alexandrovich !
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Ukraine, in boundaries of the competence, has considered
your reference(reversal) and informs following.
Pursuant to the Agreement between a Cabinet of the Ministers of Ukraine and Government
of the Russian Federation about cooperation in the field of certification of scientific and scientific
and pedagogical staff of top skills from 21.06.2002 parties recognize on territory of the states the
qualifying documents of a state sample about judgment of scientific degrees, which one are
produced by the authorized Bodies of other Party. The recognition of these documents does not
provide behind itself of mandatory distribution(propagation) on their proprietors of the rights
established Party on the territory for the proprietors of the national qualifying documents.
The equivalence of the qualifying documents about scientific stages of a state sample is
established during certification of their proprietors.
Pursuant to the article 4 of the mentioned Agreement the authorized Body from Ukraine
determines Maximum certifying commission, from the Russian Federation Ministry of education of
the Russian Federation.
In particular we inform, that in your reference number of the order of a Cabinet of the
Ministers is insecurely indicated, which one adjusts(regulates) the given problem, namely the
speech goes about the order CMU D 423 from 07.03.07, instead of D 432.
Pursuant to point 5 About judgment of scientific stages(steps) and appropriation of scientific
ranks of the high scientific employee approved by the order of a Cabinet of the Ministers of Ukraine
from 07.03.07. K 423 (on which one you refer) explanation concerning application of this Order the
Maximum certifying commission of Ukraine gives.
Have up to is conducted above-stated, you should address to Maximum certifying
commission of Ukraine.
Besides, pursuant to the article 55 of the Constitution of Ukraine, each the right on the appeal
in court of the solutions, act or omission of bodies of state power, institutions of local government,
official and administrative faces is guaranteed. The order of the appeal of act or omission of bodies
of state power is adjusted by the Code of administrative legal proceedings of Ukraine.
Thus, if you consider, that in operations of the officials of bodies of state power there are
tags of a crime, pursuant to the current legislation you can them appeal judicially.
Yours faithfully,
The assistant of the Director of Department cultural
And humanitarian cooperation
M.B. Unger
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

